For up-to-the-hour lens availability, please check and order online at www.centennialoptical.com
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Finished Lens Availability Charts

NEW

CHOICE 1.50 PhotoActiv HMC Ultra
Centoptic 1.50 Transitions GEN 8 HC, HMC & Super AR
Kodak 1.50 Transitions GEN 8 Clean&Clear UV
Centoptic Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Super AR
Kodak Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Clean&Clear UV
Centoptic 1.60 Aspheric Transitions GEN 8 Super AR
CHOICE Aspheric 1.67 PhotoActiv HMC Ultra
Centoptic 1.67 Aspheric Transitions GEN 8 Super AR
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**BluTech**
- BluTech 1.56 Indoor Super AR  
- BluTech 1.56 Indoor and Outdoor Planos  

**NEW**
- Centoptic 1.50 Transitions GEN 8 Grey, Brown & Graphite Green Super AR  
- Centoptic 1.50 Transitions GEN 8 Grey & Brown HMC & HC  
- Centoptic 1.50 Flat Series Super AR & THC  
- Centoptic 1.50 Super AR & HMC AR  
- Centoptic 1.50 Pre-Tinted Grey & Brown SRC front/Super AR back  
- Centoptic 1.50 THC (Tintable Hard Coat)  
- Centoptic 1.50 Flat Series Uncoated  
- Centoptic 1.50 THC Industrial 3.0 CT  
- Centoptic 1.56 Flat Series Super AR & HMC AR  
- Centoptic 1.56 THC  
- Centoptic HI-VEX Super AR & THC  
- Centoptic SunChangers 1.58 Grey & Brown HMC Ultra & HC  
- Centoptic Polycarbonate HMC Ultra  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Grey & Brown Super AR & HC  
- Centoptic SunChangers Polycarbonate Grey HMC Ultra  
- Centoptic Polycarbonate HMC  
- Centoptic Aspheric Polycarbonate THC  
- Centoptic 2.0 CT Polycarbonate HMC  
- Centoptic 1.60 Aspheric Super AR (HMC Plus), HMC & THC  
- Centoptic 1.60 Transitions GEN 8 Grey & Brown Super AR  
- Centoptic 1.60 Spherical Super AR  
- Centoptic 1.60 Spherical HMC & THC  
- Centoptic 1.60 – 38 Abbe Spherical HMC  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Grey & Brown Super AR  
- CENTOPTIC 1.67 Aspheric Super AR (HMC Plus)  
- CENTOPTIC 1.67 Aspheric HMC AR  
- CENTOPTIC 1.67 Aspheric THC  
- CENTOPTIC 1.74 Aspheric HMC  
- CENTOPTIC 1.50 HMC & THC Short Corridor Finished Progressives  
- CENTOPTIC 1.50 FT-28 Finished Bifocals HMC & THC  
- CENTOPTIC Plastic and Polarized Plastic Planos  
- CENTOPTIC 1.56 / CENTOPTIC SunChangers Finished Progressives  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate and Glass Planos  

**Choice**
- CHOICE 1.50 BluSelect HMC Ultra AR  
- CHOICE 1.50 HMC Ultra & HMC AR  
- CHOICE 1.50 PhotoActiv HMC Ultra  
- CHOICE 1.50 HC (Hard Coat)  
- CHOICE Trivex HMC Ultra, HMC & HC  
- CHOICE 1.56 BluSelect HMC Ultra AR  
- CHOICE BluSelect Polycarbonate HMC Ultra AR  
- CHOICE BluSelect Polycarbonate HC Ultra AR  
- CHOICE BluSelect Polycarbonate HC Ultra AR  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Grey & Brown Super AR & HC  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate Grey HMC Ultra  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate HMC  
- CENTOPTIC Aspheric Polycarbonate THC  
- CENTOPTIC 2.0 CT Polycarbonate HMC  
- CENTOPTIC 1.60 Aspheric Super AR (HMC Plus)  
- CENTOPTIC 1.67 Aspheric HMC AR  
- CENTOPTIC 1.67 Aspheric THC  
- CENTOPTIC 1.74 Aspheric HMC  
- CENTOPTIC 1.50 HMC & THC Short Corridor Finished Progressives  
- CENTOPTIC 1.50 FT-28 Finished Bifocals HMC & THC  
- CENTOPTIC Plastic and Polarized Plastic Planos  
- CENTOPTIC 1.56 / CENTOPTIC SunChangers Finished Progressives  
- CENTOPTIC Polycarbonate and Glass Planos  

**Centoptic**
- NEW Kodak CR-39 Clean'N'CleAR  
- NEW Kodak 1.50 Transitions GEN 8 Grey Clean&Clear UV  
- NEW Kodak Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8 Grey Clean&Clear UV  
- NEW Kodak Polycarbonate Clean'N'CleAR  
- NEW Kodak 1.60 Total Blue Lens  
- NEW Kodak 1.60 Clean’N’Clear  
- NEW Kodak 1.67 Aspheric Clean’N’Clear  
- NEW Nikon 1.50 Aspheric HCC ICE  
- NEW Nikon 1.60 Aspheric HCC ICE  
- NEW Nikon 1.67 Aspheric HCC ICE  
- NEW Nikon 1.74 Aspheric HCC ICE  
- NEW VisionEase Polycarbonate HC  
- NEW VisionEase 2.0 CT Polycarbonate HC  

**Choice 1.50 BluSelect HMC Ultra AR**  
**Choice 1.50 HMC Ultra & HMC AR**  
**Choice 1.50 PhotoActiv HMC Ultra**  
**Choice 1.50 HC (Hard Coat)**  
**Choice Trivex HMC Ultra, HMC & HC**  
**Choice 1.56 BluSelect HMC Ultra AR**  
**Choice BluSelect Polycarbonate HMC Ultra AR**  
**Choice BluSelect Polycarbonate HC Ultra AR**  
**Choice BluSelect Polycarbonate HC Ultra AR**  

**Kodak**
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  

**Nikon**
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  

**VisionEase**
- VisionEase Polycarbonate HC  
- VisionEase 2.0 CT Polycarbonate HC  

**Younger**
- NEW  
- NEW  
- NEW  

**Zeiss**
- 1.50 Hard Coated & Uncoated 1.8 CT by Carl Zeiss Vision  

**Younger 1.50 Transitions XTRActive Grey HC**  
**Younger Polycarbonate Transitions XTRActive Grey HC**  
**Younger Trilogy NuPolar and Transitions Drivewear Planos**  

**1.50 Hard Coated & Uncoated 1.8 CT by Carl Zeiss Vision**
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1.50 HARD RESIN

CHOICE 1.50 *BluSelect* HMC Ultra
- 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- UV & HEV blue light protection
- Abbe value 58 1.8 min. CT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice 1.50 HMC Ultra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65, 70 &amp; 75 mm Super Hydrophobic AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Base Curves 1.50 Index Plastic 1.8 min. CT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHOICE 1.50 HMC
- 65 & 70 mm Hard Multi Coat AR
- Flat Base Curves 1.50 Index Plastic 1.8 min. CT

[Diagram of lens availability for each choice]
Kodak CR-39 Clean’N’CleAR

70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
1.50 Index Plastic  2.0 min. CT

Nikon 1.50 Aspheric HCC ICE

70, 75 & 80 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
1.50 Index Plastic  1.8 min. CT

CHOICE PhotoActiv HMC Ultra

65 & 70 mm Photochromic Grey
Super Hydrophobic AR
100% UVA & UVB protection
2.0 min. CT
1.50 HARD RESIN

**Centoptic Transitions GEN 8**
- **Super AR**
  - 65 & 70 mm
  - Transitions Signature GEN 8
  - Grey & Brown
  - Super Hydrophobic AR
  - 2.3 min. CT

- **NEW**

**Centoptic Transitions GEN 8 Super AR**
- 65 & 70 mm
- Transitions Signature GEN 8
- Graphite Green
- Super Hydrophobic AR
- 2.3 min. CT

- **NEW**

**Kodak Transitions GEN 8 Clean&CleAR UV**
- 65 & 70 mm
- Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey
- Super Hydrophobic AR
- 2.3 min. CT

**Centoptic Transitions GEN 8 HMC**
- 65 & 70 mm
- Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey & Brown
- Hard Multi-Coat AR
- 2.3 min. CT

**Centoptic Transitions GEN 8 HC**
- 65 & 70 mm
- Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey & Brown
- Hard Coat
- 2.3 min. CT

**Younger 1.50 Transitions XTRA Active® HC**
- 65 & 70 mm
- XTRA Active Grey
- Hard Coat
- 2.3 min. CT
Centoptic 1.50 Flat Series

Super AR (HMC Plus)
- 65 & 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- Flatter / Thinner 1.6 min. CT

Centoptic 1.50 Flat Series THC
- 65 & 70 mm Tintable Hard Coat
- Flatter / Thinner 1.6 min. CT

Centoptic 1.50 Super AR (HMC Plus)
- 65 & 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- 1.8 min. CT

Centoptic 1.50 HMC
- 60, 65 & 70 mm Hard Multi Coat AR
- 1.8 min. CT
1.50 HARD RESIN

**CHOICE 1.50 HC**
- 65, 70 & 75 mm
- Super-Tough
- Hard Coat Front
- Tintable SRC Back
- Flat Base Curves
- 1.8 min. CT

**Centoptic 1.50 Pre-Tinted Grey & Brown**
- 70 & 75 mm Grey 3 & Brown 3
- Super AR on back / SRC on front / UV380
- 1.7 min. CT

**Centoptic 1.50 THC**
- 60 mm Tintable Hard Coat
  (Plus powers only)

---

### Finished Lens Availability 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plus Power on Minus</th>
<th>Minus Power on Minus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Centennial keeping you in sight*
Centoptic 1.50 Flat Series Uncoated

- 65, 70 & 75 mm Uncoated
  - Flatter / Thinner 1.6 min. CT

Hard Coated by Carl Zeiss Vision

- 70 & 75 mm Tintable Scratch Coat (2-Sided) 1.8 min. CT

Uncoated by Carl Zeiss Vision

- 70 & 75 mm Uncoated 1.8 min. CT

Centoptic THC Industrial 3.0 CT

- 70 mm Tintable Hard Coat 3.0 min. CT
CHOICE Trivex HMC Ultra
○ 65 & 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
  Trivex® 1.5 min. CT

CHOICE Trivex HMC
○ 65 & 70 mm Hard Multi Coat AR
  Trivex® 1.5 min. CT

CHOICE Trivex HC
○ 65 & 70 mm Non-Tintable Hard Coat
  Trivex® 1.5 min. CT

CHOICE 1.56 BluSelect HMC Ultra
○ 65 & 72 mm
  Super Hydrophobic AR
  UV & HEV blue light protection
  42 Abbe 1.3 min. CT

BluTech Indoor Super AR
○ 70 & 75 mm Super AR Both Sides
  Hi Impact 1.56 Index Plastic
  46 Abbe 1.5 min. CT
### 1.56 INDEX

#### Finished Lens Availability 2020

**Centoptic 1.56 Flat Series**
- **Super AR**
  - 65, 70 & 72 mm
  - Super Hydrophobic AR
  - Flatter Base Curves
  - 1.56 Index Plastic  1.1 min. CT

**Centoptic 1.56 Flat Series HMC**
- 65, 70 & 72mm
- Hard Multi Coat AR
- Flatter Base Curves
- 1.56 Index Plastic  1.1 min. CT

**Centoptic 1.56 THC**
- 65, 70 & 72 mm
- Tintable Hard Coat
- 1.56 Index Plastic  1.2 min. CT

---

**Legend:**
- **Plus on minus**
- **Minus on minus**

**Available Sizes:**
- 65 mm
- 70 mm
- 72 mm

**Available Dioptries:**
- Minus on minus: 3.00, 2.75, 2.50, 2.25, 2.00, 1.75, 1.50, 1.25, 1.00, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, 0.00
- Plus on minus: 3.00, 2.75, 2.50, 2.25, 2.00, 1.75, 1.50, 1.25, 1.00, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, 0.00

---

**Centennial**
Keeping you in style
1.56 HI-VEX
Centoptic HI-VEX Super AR (HMC Plus)
- 65, 70 & 72 mm
  - Super Hydrophobic AR
  - 46 Abbe 1.5 min. CT

- 1.56 HI-VEX THC
- 65, 70 & 72 mm
  - Tintable Hard Coat
  - 46 Abbe 1.5 min. CT

1.58 INDEX
Centoptic SunChangers 1.58
- Photochromic HMC Ultra
  - 65 & 70 mm SunChangers Grey & Brown
    - Super Hydrophobic AR 1.58 Index Plastic
    - 1.8 min. CT

Centoptic SunChangers 1.58
- Photochromic HC
  - 65 & 70 mm SunChangers Grey & Brown
    - Hard Coat 1.58 Index Plastic 1.8 min. CT

Finished Lens Availability 2020
**1.59 POLYCARBONATE**  
Finished Lens Availability 2020

**CHOICE Polycarbonate BluSelect HMC Ultra**
- 65 & 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- UV & HEV blue light protection
- 1.3 min. CT

**Centoptic Polycarbonate HMC Ultra**
- 65 & 70 mm Super Hydrophobic AR  
1.3 min. CT

---

-4.00 cyl
1.59 POLYCARBONATE  
Finished Lens Availability 2020

**Kodak Polycarbonate Transitions GEN 8**
- Clean&CleAR UV
  - 65 & 70 mm Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey Super Hydrophobic AR 1.2 min. CT

**Centoptic Polycarbonate Transitions**
- GEN 8 Super AR
  - 65 & 70 mm Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey & Brown Super Hydrophobic AR 1.2 min. CT

**Centoptic Polycarbonate Transitions**
- GEN 8 HC
  - 65 & 70 mm Transitions Signature GEN 8 Grey & Brown Hard Coat 1.2 min. CT

**NEW**

**Centoptic SunChangers Polycarbonate**
- Photochromic HMC Ultra
  - 65 & 70 mm SunChangers Grey Super Hydrophobic AR 1.2 min. CT

**Younger Polycarbonate**
- Transitions XTRActive HC
  - 66 & 70 mm Transitions XTRActive Grey Hard Coat 1.2 min. CT
Kodak Polycarbonate Clean’N’CleAR

65 & 70 mm  Super Hydrophobic AR
1.2 min. CT

Centoptic Polycarbonate HMC

65 & 70 mm  Hard Multi-Coat AR
1.3 min. CT
1.59 POLYCARBONATE  Finished Lens Availability  2020

Centoptic Aspheric

○ Polycarbonate THC
65, 70 & 75 mm
Tintable Hard Coat
1.1 min. CT

Vision Ease Polycarbonate HC

○ 65 & 75 mm  Spherical Polycarbonate
Hard Coat  1.3 min. CT
1.59 POLYCARBONATE  Finished Lens Availability  2020

Centoptic 2.0 CT Polycarbonate HMC
- 65 & 70 mm  High Impact Safety
- Hard Multi Coat AR  2.0 min. CT

Vision Ease Safety 2.0 CT
- Polycarbonate HC
- 70 & 75 mm  High Impact Safety
- Hard Coat  2.1 min. CT
1.6 HIGH INDEX  
Finished Lens Availability  

**CHOICE 1.60 Aspheric**

- **BluSelect HMC Ultra**
  - 65, 70 & 75 mm
  - Super Hydrophobic AR
  - UV & HEV blue light protection
  - Aspheric 1.60 Index Plastic
  - 1.2 min. CT

**Kodak 1.60 Total Blue™ Lens**

- 70 & 75 mm
  - UV & HEV blue light protection with Color Guard Lens Technology™
  - Super Hydrophobic AR
  - 1.60 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT
Kodak 1.60 Clean’N’CleAR
65, 70 & 75 mm
Super Hydrophobic AR
1.60 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT

Nikon 1.60 Aspheric HCC ICE
65, 70 & 75 mm
Super Hydrophobic AR
Aspheric 1.60 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT
1.6 HIGH INDEX

Finished Lens Availability 2020

Centoptic 1.60 Aspheric

- Super AR (HMC Plus)
  65, 70 & 75 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
  Aspheric 1.6 Index Plastic
  42 Abbe  1.1 min. CT

Centoptic 1.60 Aspheric HMC

- 65, 70 & 75 mm Hard Multi-Coat AR
  Aspheric 1.6 Index Plastic
  42 Abbe  1.1 min. CT

Centoptic 1.60 Aspheric THC

- 65, 70 & 75 mm Tintable Hard Coat
  Aspheric 1.6 Index Plastic
  42 Abbe  1.1 min. CT

Centoptic 1.60 Transitions

- GEN 8 Super AR
  65, 70 & 75 mm
  Transitions Signature GEN 8
  Grey & Brown
  Super Hydrophobic AR
  1.60 Index Plastic  1.2 min. CT

NEW
Centoptic 1.60 Spherical HMC
- 70 & 75 mm Hard Multi-Coat AR 1.61 Index Plastic
  42 Abbe 1.1 min. CT (Minus powers only)

Centoptic 1.60 Spherical THC
- 70 & 75 mm Tintable Scratch Coat 1.61 Index Plastic
  42 Abbe 1.1 min. CT (Minus powers only)

Centoptic 1.6 / 38 Abbe Spherical HMC
- 70 & 75 mm Hard Multi-Coat AR 1.60 Index Plastic
  38 Abbe 1.1 min. CT (Minus powers only)
CHOICE 1.67 Aspheric BluSelect

- HMC Ultra
  - 65, 70 & 75 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
  - UV & HEV blue light protection
  - Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT

Centoptic 1.67 Aspheric Transitions GEN 8

- Super AR
  - 70, 75 & 80 mm Transitions Signature GEN 8
  - Grey & Brown Super Hydrophobic AR
  - Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic
  - 1.1 min. CT (Minus powers only)

NEW
CHOICE 1.67 Aspheric *PhotoActiv* HMC Ultra

- 70 & 75 mm  Photochromic Grey Super Hydrophobic AR
- 100% UVA & UVB protection
- Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic  1.0 min. CT

(Minus powers only)

Kodak 1.67 Aspheric Clean’N’CleAR

- 65, 70, 75 & 80 mm
- Super Hydrophobic AR
- Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic  1.1 min. CT
Centoptic 1.67 Aspheric

Super AR (HMC Plus)
70 & 75 mm
Super Hydrophobic AR
Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic
1.1 min. CT
Centoptic 1.67 Aspheric HMC

- 70 & 75 mm Hard Multi Coat AR
- Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic
- 1.1 min. CT (Minus powers only)

Nikon 1.67 Aspheric HCC ICE

- 65, 70, 75 & 80 mm
- Super Hydrophobic AR
- Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic
- 1.1 min. CT
### Centoptic 1.67 Aspheric THC

- **65, 70 & 75 mm**
- **Tintable Hard Coat**
- **Aspheric 1.67 Index Plastic**
- **1.1 min. CT**

Available while supplies last.
1.74 HIGH INDEX

Finished Lens Availability 2020

CHOICE 1.74 BluSelect HMC Ultra
- 65, 70 & 75 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- UV & HEV blue light protection
- Aspheric 1.74 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT
  (Minus powers only)

CHOICE 1.74 Aspheric HMC Ultra
- 65, 70 & 75 mm Super Hydrophobic AR
- Aspheric 1.74 Index Plastic 1.1 min. CT

Centennial

Keeping you 100% right
1.74 HIGH INDEX

Finished Lens Availability

Centoptic 1.74 Aspheric HMC
- 70 & 75 mm  Hard Multi Coat AR
- Aspheric 1.74 Index Plastic  1.1 min. CT
  (Minus powers only)

Nikon 1.74 Aspheric HCC ICE
- 70, 75 & 80 mm  Super Hydrophobic AR
- Aspheric 1.74 Index Plastic
  1.1 min. CT  (Minus powers only)
1.50 HARD RESIN

**Finished Progressives**  16 mm minimum fitting height
Centoptic Short Corridor Progressive HMC  70 mm  -2.00 to +2.00 Sph  +1.00 to +3.00 Add
Centoptic Short Corridor Progressive THC  70 mm  -2.00 to +2.00 Sph  +1.00 to +3.00 Add

**Finished Bifocals**
Centoptic FT 28  1.50 Index HMC  70 mm  -2.00 to +3.00 Sph  +1.00 to +3.00 Add
Centoptic FT 28  1.50 Index THC  70 mm  -2.00 to +3.00 Sph  +1.00 to +3.00 Add

**Finished Plastic Planos**

*Clear Plastic Uncoated Planos*
Centoptic 1.8 CT Clear Uncoated  4 Base  76 mm
Centoptic 1.8 CT Clear Uncoated  6 Base  73 mm
Centoptic 1.8 CT Clear Uncoated  6 Base  76 mm
Centoptic 1.8 CT Clear Uncoated  8 Base  71 mm
Centoptic 2.2 CT Clear Uncoated  6 Base  73 mm
Centoptic 2.2 CT Clear Uncoated  6 Base  76 mm
Centoptic 3.0 CT Clear Uncoated  6 Base  70 mm

*Plastic Plano UV 400*
Centoptic 1.8 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  8 Base  71 mm
Centoptic 1.8 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  4 Base  76 mm
Centoptic 1.8 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  4 Base  75 mm  Super AR Back
Centoptic 1.8 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  6 Base  75 mm  Super AR Back
Centoptic 1.8 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  8 Base  75 mm  Super AR Back
Centoptic 2.2 CT Solid Grey or Brown UV400  6 Base  74 mm
Centoptic 2.2 CT Gradient Grey 3 or Brown 3 UV400  6 Base  74 mm

**Finished Polarized Plastic Planos**
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey, Brown or Grey/Green (G-15) UV400  4 Base  75 mm Uncoated
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey or Brown UV400  6 Base  75 mm Uncoated
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey, Brown or Grey/Green (G-15) UV400  6 Base  75 mm SRC
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey, Brown or Grey/Green (G-15) UV400  8 Base  75 mm SRC
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey or Brown UV400  4 Base  75 mm Super AR Back
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey or Brown UV400  6 Base  75 mm Super AR Back
Centoptic 2.2 CT Polarized Grey or Brown UV400  8 Base  75 mm Super AR Back
Younger NuPolar Polarized Grey 1, Grey 3, Brown 3 or Green-15 UV 400  6 Base  76 mm Uncoated
### 1.53 TRIVEX®

**Finished Trilogy® Trivex® Planos**
- Younger Trilogy® NuPolar® Polarized Planos
  - 2.1 CT Grey 3 and Brown 3 Polarized HC 6.25 Base 75 mm
- Younger Trilogy® Transitions® Drivewear® Planos
  - 2.5 CT Drivewear Polarized Backside AR 6.25 Base 74 mm

### 1.56 INDEX

**Finished Progressives** 17 mm minimum fitting height
- Centoptic 1.56 Index Short Corridor Progressive HMC Ultra 70 mm +2.00 to -2.00 Sph +1.00 to +3.00 Add
- Centoptic SunChangers 1.58 Grey & Brown Short Corridor Progressive HMC Ultra 70 mm
- Plano to +2.00 Sph +1.00 to +3.00 Add

**Finished BluTech Hi-Impact Planos**
- BluTech Indoor Super AR both sides 6 Base 75 mm
- BluTech Outdoor Polarized Brown 3 Super AR back side 6 Base 77 mm
- BluTech Outdoor Polarized Brown 3 Super AR back side 8 Base 77 mm

### 1.59 POLYCARBONATE

**Finished Polycarbonate Planos**
- Hardcoated
  - 2.0 CT Clear 6 Base 75 mm
  - 3.0 CT Clear Industrial 6 Base 75 mm

### 1.5 INDEX GLASS

**Finished Glass Planos**
- Centoptic Grey 3 or Brown 3 70 mm
- Centoptic PBX 70 mm

**Finished Glass Polarized Planos**
- Centoptic Brown C 70 mm
- Reacto-Pol Rapid Copper 70 mm
For up-to-the-hour lens availability, please check and order online at www.centennialoptical.com